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Little, Brown Book Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, What Planet am I on?,
Shaun Ryder, 'I think anyone who doesn't believe there is life out there will eventually end up
looking as ignorant as those people who used to think that the earth was flat and if you went too
far out to sea in your boat you'd fall off the end of the world. Ridiculous.' Shaun Ryder goes in
search of his secret passion: extra-terrestrials. Travelling the world over to discover the truth about
UFOs, and whether there really is life out there, Shaun encounters ancient tribes, fellow believers
and leading specialists, all the while attempting to detect fact from fiction. Ever since he saw a UFO
at the age of fifteen, Ryder has been a fervent believer. He begins with the spike in paranormal
activity which Manchester experienced during his childhood in the late 70s. From his hometown
Shaun travels to the top secret Area 51, to the Mayan ruins of Peru and Chile and to aboriginal
caves in Australia, exploring the UFO capitals of the world. He also speaks to experts like Professor
Steven Hawking, and famous UFO enthusiasts like Robbie Williams and Dan Ackroyd....
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The best book i ever study. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this composed e ebook. I discovered this book from my dad and i advised
this pdf to discover.
-- Er nie Lebsa ck-- Er nie Lebsa ck

Completely essential go through book. I actually have go through and i am sure that i am going to going to read yet again yet again later on. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Edwa r do Roha n III--  Edwa r do Roha n III
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